[Quantifying functional deficits in patients with multiple sclerosis using a computer-assisted visuomotor tracking procedure].
23 Patients with multiple sclerosis were subjected to a visuomotor tracking test, consisting of subtests of different task difficulty, while being in a state of acute exacerbation and four weeks later, while exhibiting a more or less pronounced clinical remission (Kurtzke DSS 3.9 (+/- 1.4) vs. 3.3 (+/- 1.5); p less than 0.001). Corresponding to this the tracking test performances improved, the difference being significant only with the easiest test run. The tracking performances correlated with the Kurtzke scores, both for the acute state and for the remitted state, the highest correlation showing up for the easiest test run. Hence, the visuomotor tracking test seems to be suited to measure functional deficits and to evaluate the efficiency of therapeutic procedures.